ICOH SC JOINT CONFERENCE

- 9th. INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH FOR HEALTH CARE WORKERS
- INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & DEVELOPMENT
- INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING
- INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON OCCUPATIONAL INFECTIOUS AGENTS

São Paulo / Brazil
September, 23-26, 2013
JOINT CONFERENCE

- International Conference on Occupational Health for Health Care Workers
- International Conference on Occupational Infectious Agents
- International Conference on Occupational Nursing
- International Conference on Occupational Health and Development

PLACE

SENAC UNIVERSITY CENTER – Campus Santo Amaro / São Paulo City

DATE

23 – 26, September 2013

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

The scientific program is been prepared by “consensus” among the SCs involved and local organizers.

PRESIDENT OF HONOR

Kazutaka Kogi - ICOH President

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

- Ruddy Facci - President of Congress
- João Alberto Maeso Montes - Chair of Scientific Committee
- Edoardo Santino – Secretary
- Julio Urbam - Treasury
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE - ISC

- Bonnie Rogers - ICOH VP / Chair of ISC
- Willian Butcha - Chair of SC Occupational Health for Health Care Workers
- Mary Ross - Chair of WG Occupational Infectious Agents
- Shyam Pingle - Chair of SC Occupational Health and Development
- Louwna Pretorius - Chair of SC Occupational Nursing
- Claudio Taboadela – President of Latin American Association on Occupational Health
- Marie-Claude Lovoie - WHO
- Francisco de la Gala Sanches – Salamanca University

NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE – NSC

- João Alberto Maeso Montes / Chair of Scientific Committee
- Noeli Martins
- Cristiane Rapparini
- Edison Ferreira da Silva
- Marco Antonio de Moraes
- Adriana Couto Lapetina

PROMOTION

- ICOH Scientific Committees = OH-HCW / OIA / OHDev / OHN
- ICOH National Secretary for Brazil

ORGANIZATION

- IDEALIZA (the same organizer of ICOH2003 Congress)
- MALULOSSO EVENTOS

TOURISM AGENCY

- BLUMAR
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

- São Paulo Convention & Visitors Bureau (confirmed)
- São Paulo City Hall (confirmed)
- São Paulo State Government (confirmed)
- CFM – Brazilian Federal Medical Council (confirmed)
- ABRESST – Brazilian Association on Occupational Health and Safety Services (confirmed)
- ANAMT – National Association on Occupational Medicine of Brazil (confirmed)
- ANEMT – National Association of OH Nursing of Brazil (confirmed)
- ALSO – Latin-American Association on OH (confirmed)
- SINDHOSP – Union of São Paulo Hospitals (confirmed)
- ANIMASEG – National Association of PPE Industries (confirmed)
- FUNDACENTO (under request)
- NIOSH (under request)
- MTE – Brazilian Ministry of Labor (under request)
- ANHP – Brazilian Association of Private Hospitals (under request)
- AMB – Brazilian Medical Association (under request)